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Abstract. Radiological dose and risk are the standard end-points calculated in all performance assessments.
Their calculation requires, however, assumptions to be made for future human behaviour. To complement dose
and risk, other safety indicators have been suggested which do not require such assumptions to be made. One
proposed set of safety indicators are the concentrations and fluxes of naturally-occurring chemical species in the
environment which may be compared with the performance assessment predictions of repository releases. Such
comparisons can be valid because both the natural and repository species would occur in the same system and
their transport behaviour would be controlled by exactly the same processes at the same rates. Although simple in
concept, there is currently no consensus on the most appropriate comparisons to make or on the interpretation of
such comparisons. A number of national and international research projects are evaluating this proposed
approach, including an IAEA Co-ordinated Research Programme. These projects suggest that that the approach
appears to be workable and that it may be a valuable component of a safety case, complementing the dose and
risk presentations. Further work is, however, necessary to develop the approach to a level where it may be
confidently applied in further performance assessments in a consistent and methodical manner.

1. BACKGROUND

The generally accepted best practicable option for dealing with long-lived radioactive waste is
final disposal in engineered repositories located deep underground in suitable geological
environments. The safety of any proposed radioactive waste repository will be evaluated in a
performance assessment (PA) which models in a simplified but adequate fashion, the many
processes which may lead to the release and transport of radionuclides away from the
repository, through the host rock to the surface environment and eventual uptake by humans.
Post-closure repository performance is generally quantified in terms of radiological dose or
risk to humans, with safety being determined by whether the calculated exposure values are
consistent with predetermined target criteria which are deemed to represent acceptable
radiological hazards.

Radiological exposure based safety indicators have been widely adopted by licensing
authorities, and dose and risk have been universally calculated in all recent PAs. Despite their
wide spread usage, however, there are various disadvantages with using dose and risk, such
as:

(1) The calculation of dose/risk requires gross assumptions to be made for future human
behaviour and the evolution of the surface environment (i.e. the human exposure
pathway).

(2) The calculation of dose/risk to humans provides limited information on the wider
potential environmental impacts arising from repository releases.

The mathematical derivation and presentation of dose/risk calculations, and the underlying
fundamental radiological concepts, are difficult to understand by non-technical audiences.

Given these limitations, the use of safety indicators, other than dose and risk, to assess and
confirm the safety of radioactive waste repositories has been suggested repeatedly through the
years [e.g. IAEA, 1994]. This report concluded that a safety case can most effectively be made
by the combined use of several safety indicators, while recognising that dose and risk remain
the most fundamental indicators of safety. One proposed set of safety indicators, which is
discussed in this paper, are the concentrations and fluxes of naturally-occurring chemical
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species in the environment (known as natural safety indicators) which may be compared with
the PA predictions of repository releases.

At the outset, it should be stated that it is not the intention that these natural safety indicators
should be considered as replacements for dose and risk. Rather, this paper discusses their
potential use to complement dose and risk in a comprehensive safety case, to provide multiple
lines of evidence for repository behaviour and safety.

2. CONCENTRATIONS AND FLUXES

All rocks, groundwaters, surface waters soils etc. naturally contain a wide range of
radionuclides, such as U-238, Th-232. K-40 and Rb-87. These naturally-occurring
radionuclides will be present in the environment around a repository at the time it is closed. At
future times, if any radionuclides migrate from the engineered barriers into the host rocks and
groundwaters, these repository-derived radionuclides will exist in the same system as the
natural radionuclides, and will be subjected to the same processes causing their mobility (or
retardation), acting in the same location and at the same rates (Figure 1). As such, it is
conceptually simple to compare the PA predictions for the concentrations and fluxes of
repository-derived radionuclides with the measured (actual) concentrations and fluxes of
naturally-occurring radionuclides in the same environment, to provide a natural context for the
interpretation of the associated hazards.

Put simply, this means that it should be possible (provided relevant data are available) to
compare the predicted total repository-derived radioactive flux (e.g. in Bq/yr) crossing the
geosphere-biosphere interface in the vicinity of the repository with the natural equivalent. The
fundamental logic behind this comparison is that, if the flux to the biosphere from the
repository is not significant compared with the natural flux from the geosphere, then its
radiological significance should not be of great or priority concern. Numerous comparisons
between repository and natural species concentrations and fluxes are theoretically possible,
and decisions will need to be made on a case-by-case basis to determine the most appropriate
comparison(s) to meet the objectives of the safety assessment in hand.

FIG. 1. Illustration of the comparison between the concentration and fluxes of'repository-derivedradionuclides
and their natural counterparts, occurring in the same environment around a repository.
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3. APPLICATION OF NATURAL SAFETY INDICATORS

A prerequisite of the natural safety indicators method is knowledge of the distribution and
abundances of naturally-occurring species in the rocks, groundwaters, sediments etc around a
repository. Average concentrations of many naturally-occurring elements and nuclides in
surface and near surface media are relatively well known for a wide range of different
environmental conditions and with a good geographical coverage, at least for certain countries
[e.g. Miller et al., 2000]. Within the field of geochemical knowledge, the database on
naturally-occurring radioelements is particularly well developed. Many of these data,
however, relate to wide spatial averages and, thus, when looking at a specific candidate
repository site, pre-existing geochemical data may not be adequate or sufficiently abundant
either for the site itself or the surrounding area. In this case, the site-specific geochemical data
will need to be obtained from the repository site characterization programme.

When considering fluxes, these cannot be measured directly and must be derived from
concentrations on the basis of other parameters, usually the relevant process rate for the
mechanism causing mobility (e.g. an erosion rate or groundwater flow rate). As such, it will
be necessary for a site characterization programme also to measure relevant process rates.

If the concentrations and fluxes of the naturally-occurring radionuclides are known, they can
be compared with the calculated repository releases in either a quantitative or qualitative
manner. At the very basic level, simple qualitative comparisons can be made between
concentrations of repository-derived radionuclides and their natural counterpart at the
repository site (e.g. in the soils and groundwater). No conclusive judgment on the
acceptability (safety) of the repository releases to the soil may be made, leaving the
comparison to 'speak for itself. A particular issue for the comparison is the spatial scale of
the system under consideration. The most appropriate spatial scale may often be the catchment
or watershed in which a repository is to be located (rather than the local site itself) because
this generally defines the limits of the groundwater flow system, and the erosional and
depositional processes. The catchment scale, therefore, essentially defines the extent of the
system in which both the natural and repository species are moving together and may be the
most direct comparison. Since one of the objectives is, however, to give 'context' to the
repository releases, it is also useful to compare concentrations to the widest natural range
which might occur regionally or even globally. In this way, it can be demonstrated how the
repository releases compare to the full spectrum of possible natural abundances, and this may
be readily presented in graphical format.

The more quantitative approach is to expand the simple comparisons described above to
include some measure of safety (an appropriate hazard index), against which the comparison
is judged to determine if the repository releases are acceptable or not. The latter approach is
potentially very powerful if relevant hazard indices can be identified. Various options have
been suggested including drinking water standards (e.g. from the WHO) and Annual Limits on
Intake (ALI's, e.g. from the ICRP).

Although simple in basic concept, the natural safety indicators methodology is not, however,
without its own drawbacks. Foremost amongst them is the fact that not all of the nuclides
found in radioactive waste occur naturally and, thus, direct one-to-one comparisons of
concentrations and fluxes are not always possible for all chemical species of interest to PA. A
number of approaches may be adopted, however, to resolve this problem. One idea, which is
applicable only to alpha emitters, is to assume that non-natural alpha emitting radionuclides
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have the same radiotoxicity as naturally-occurring ones. Other drawbacks to the methodology
include:

— the lack of appropriate data on measured concentrations and fluxes of naturally-
occurring radionuclides;

— the lack of internationally agreed forms of comparisons between repository and natural
radionuclide abundances; and

— the absence of internationally agreed hazard indices against which to evaluate the
comparisons.

4. INTERNATIONAL PROGRESS

Despite these limitations, a number of projects have been undertaken in the last few years to
test the concept of using natural safety indicators in a safety case and to develop the approach
further. Foremost amongst these projects in the IAEA Co-ordinated Research Programme
(CRP). This has the overall objective of developing international consensus on the use of
natural safety indicators. The specific research objectives are focused on resolving some of the
problems identified above, and include:

(1) developing a database of measured concentrations of target elements and radionuclides
in different solid and aqueous materials, from different geographical areas, showing the
spatial variability in these concentrations from the regional to the site scale;

(2) developing a database of estimated fluxes of the target elements and radionuclides
between different subsurface and surface compartments, showing the spatial and
numerical variations in natural fluxes from the regional to the site scale; and

(3) evaluating the measured concentrations and estimated fluxes to construct 'measures' or
'ranges' that can be independently assessed to be safe and against which the outcomes
of performance assessments can be evaluated.

Nine countries are participating in the CRP: Argentina, Brazil, China, Cuba, Czech Republic,
Finland, Japan, Sweden and the United Kingdom. The countries are undertaking a wide range
of individual projects, some of which are based on literature surveys to obtain the required
data and others are undertaking primary field work, involving new sampling and analysis. The
CRP was effectively launched at the first research co-ordination meeting (RCM) held in
Vienna in April 2000 and is planned to run until 2003.

Some of the countries involved in the CRP have previously undertaken independent projects
on natural safety indicators, particularly Sweden, Finland, Japan and the UK. Of particular
note is the recently completed Japanese PA (known as HI2) for a generic HLW repository
[JNC, 2000], which included a section which compared the calculated repository release
activity concentrations with measured concentrations of naturally-occurring radionuclides in
river and groundwaters. This represents the first significant application of natural safety
indicators to a major published PA.

Another major ongoing project is the EC sponsored SPIN (testing of Safety and Performance
ESfdicators) project which is aimed at exploring the applicability of various PA output
variables (concentrations, fluxes etc.) as performance and safety indicators. This project was
launched in the Autumn of 2000 and no results are yet available.
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5. FUTURE WORK

Completed and ongoing projects (including the CRP) are encouraging and all point to the fact
that that the natural safety indicators method appears to be workable and that it may be a
valuable component of a safety case, complementing the dose and risk presentations. This is
clearly indicated by the successful application of the method in the Japanese H12 PA.

Further work is necessary to develop the natural safety indicators method to a level where it
may be confidently applied in further PAs in a consistent and methodical manner, hi
particular, work is required to:

— improve databases of natural radionuclide concentrations and fluxes against which to
compare repository releases;

— develop appropriate and internationally agreed hazard indices to judge safety in a
quantitative manner;

— develop suitable presentational (including graphical) representations of repository-to-
nature comparisons that are comprehensible by a wide range of audiences; and

— incorporate natural safety indicators with other indicators (including dose and risk) in a
comprehensive and internally consistent safety case for presentation to all stakeholders.

6. CONCLUSIONS

The safety of a radioactive waste repository is normally evaluated in a PA using dose and risk
as assessment end-points. Dose and risk are not, however, ideal measures of repository safety
because they require assumptions to be made for future human behaviour and environmental
change, and their radiological concepts and mathematical treatments are difficult to
understand by non-technical audiences. As a consequence, there has been growing interest in
using other safety indicators to complement dose and risk, and to provide an independent
method for evaluating safety.

One proposed assessment method is to use the distribution of naturally-occurring chemical
species in the environment as a datum against which the repository releases can be compared
and assessed: the natural safety indicators methodology. Such comparisons can be valid
because both the natural and repository species would occur in the same system and their
transport behaviour would be controlled by exactly the same processes at the same rates.
Comparisons between the natural and repository species may be made in terms of
concentration or flux, by mass or by the activity of individual nuclides or by total activity.
Although simple in concept, however, there is currently no consensus on the most appropriate
comparisons to make or on the interpretation of such comparisons.

A number of recent and ongoing projects have indicated that the natural safety indicators
method may be workable and that it may be a valuable component to a safety case, to
complement the dose and risk presentations. Further work is necessary, largely to improve
databases of natural radionuclide concentrations and fluxes against which to compare
repository releases, and to develop appropriate and internationally agreed hazard indices to
judge safety in a quantitative manner, and presentational methods.
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